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EQuip, the perfect solution for effective 
exhibiting, offering a number of 
opportunities to enhance your presence.

EQuip, a modular build system, allows any stand 
size to be created, providing multiple configurations 
using its poles, beams and panels - include your 
fascia nameboard, walls and carpet.

As shown in the image, the build includes a minimal 
ceiling grid providing rigidity. Ceiling beams are also 
used to attach lighting systems.

We suggest you use Command Strips or similar, to attach display materials 
to the shell scheme panels, as these will not damage the panels. 
Please ensure you do not affix anything to the metal structure.
Any damage caused to the system will be charged to exhibitors.
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Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do. From 
carefully chosen reusable structures and materials to our 
disposal methods, we deliver solutions that are kind to 
the planet!
 
 0% manufacturing waste goes to landfill
 400 trees are planted by us every year
 100% of our show flooring, packaging and cardboard is recycled
 100% of our modular systems are continuously re-used
 100% of our biomass waste heats our warehouse
 A member of Event Cycle, taking unwanted exhibition waste which 

are then repurposed and reused
 
The lifecycle of a stand
 Our modular systems and foamex walling are returned to stock and 

reused for future events
 At the end of its lifecycle, foamex panels are cut down for use as 

fascia, or nameboards and then recycled
 Ink used to print our nameboards is non solvent based
 All carpet laid is recycled after every event

Green to our Core

Panel A
Visable Area = 455mm x 2340mm
Cut Size = 469mm x 2354mm

Panel B
isable Area = 950mm x 2340mm
Cut Size = 964mm x 2354mm
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